Gone are the days of remembering multiple passwords for all your products. VSSO simplifies credentials to where each user only needs to remember one login to access Vertafore’s best-of-breed solutions.

Once users log into one Vertafore application using VSSO, they can then move freely between VSSO-enabled applications without logging in again.

Administrators have a central console, Vertafore Identity Management (VIM), to manage all users simplifying the user management process.

Features you need

- **One password, one sign-on:** VSSO simplifies credentials to where you only need to remember one password and on log-in once to access all your Vertafore applications, getting you to the information you need faster and more efficiently.

- **Self-serve password reset:** Users can also reset their own password without contacting their system administrator, saving time and resulting in a better user experience.

- **Centralized administration console:** Vertafore Identity Management (VIM) provides admins a single, centralized place to manage user credentials; eliminating the time-consuming task of managing usernames and passwords.

- **Secured by Multi-Factor Authentication:** Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) is an added layer of security authenticating users with a one-time passcode in addition to a passcode. Administrators may enable MFA in VIM with just a check of a box.

“By implementing VSSO we were able to minimize the security vulnerabilities password lists create, reduce internal confusion, speed up workflows, and even boost employee morale, all which dramatically reduced our management and security concerns”

**Spencer Barhorst,**
**CIO, Iscential**

- 20-50% of all help desk calls are for password resets
- $70 the average cost of a single password reset done by help desk
- 5-15 seconds saved by SSO users per login
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